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Introducing the Fall 2019 Issue of the COMpass 
Newsletter

COMpass’s

 Purpose

The newsletter's purpose is to 
deliver the top stories from the 

Department of 
Communications from the fall 

semester to the College of 
Saint Rose community, current 
and prospective students, and 

our alumni. 
We want to showcase stu-

dents and their dedication to 
their careers, offer de-

partment news, and highlight 
other important occurrences. 
We hope you enjoy the latest 

issue. 

In this issue:

Executive Editor: Sarah Clark 

Layout Editor: Arianna Paul 

Copy Editor: Kayla Franzken

Graphic Design Editor: Emily 
Cruz

Faculty Advisor: Dr. Mark 

Congdon

Contributors: Katie Klimacek, Kayla 

Franz-ken, Arianna Paul, Michael Wearne, 

Audrey Moulton, Joshua Ferris, 

and Gabrielle Reid. 
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311 in the Field: Clubs, Extra-Curriculars, 
Community Involvement, Oh My.

By Katie Klimacek  

    Whether it’s your first semester of college or you 
are in the home stretch to graduation, it’s never too 

late to pick up a new hobby or campus activity.

    Now call me crazy, but I would argue that extra-

curriculars are just as important as your academic 

work. Clubs and community activities are a fantas-

tic way to network with peers that you might not 

otherwise cross paths with. 

    It’s easy to forget that there is a whole other 

world of peers that exist outside of your depart-

ment. Sparking up a relationship with a biology ma-

jor might not seem like it will have benefits outside 
of having someone to go to the dining hall with. But 

you never know, down the road they might intro-

duce you to a colleague of theirs -- let’s say Linda -- 

who is the head of the PR department at the hospi-

tal where they work. And wouldn’t you know, Linda 

has been searching high and low for a fresh-faced 

candidate to fill a position on her team. Now, if that 
isn’t a coink-a-dink (my way of saying coincidence), 

I don’t know what is.

    Having interests or skill sets outside of your de-

gree can come in handy when applying for a new 

job or trying to advance your career. Employers 

don’t just want someone they know can com-

plete the tasks listed under the “responsibili-

ties” portion of your job description. They want 

a well-rounded employee who can bring more 

than just their knowledge of the job. 

    “An employee who can work well in a variety 

of situations, be a team player, and can think on 

their feet” are always listed on job applications. 

Being apart of a club or partaking in communi-

ty involvement programs allows you to develop 

such skills. 

    One of my most essential skills outside my 

degree is having a background in improv. The 

core tenets of improv taught me to take an idea 

and expand upon it, be presented with a prob-

lem and quickly brainstorm and execute a prac-

tical solution, and, most importantly, know how 

to communicate with those around me whether 

they be co-workers, customers, or upper man-

agement. 

    This past August, I was promoted from a 

server at the bar I had been working at for the 

past year to Creative Director due to my skills 

as an artist/illustrator. When closing my shift at 

the end of the night, I would draw little cartoons 

on the envelope to give to whoever saw it a fun 

little chuckle. So naturally, when the bar was 

looking to get a mascot designed for the busi-

ness, they reached out to me. I never thought 

that my silly scribbles on an envelope would 

lead to my artwork being used for a company’s 

brand, nor did I believe that several months lat-

er, it would lead to a position where I get to cre-

ate art every day.

    So yes, your academic work is important -- 

and you don’t want to wholly neglected in the 

name of broadening your horizons -- but take 

some time to feed your other interests and hob-

bies. You never know where it might lead you.

Until next time, 

Katie 
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A Generations Expert

 By Kayla Franzken

Building on the success of the Millennial 

Mindset, a book written by our very own profes-

sor of 22 years here at the College of Saint Rose, 

Dr. Karen McGrath is in the process of writing a 

new book. Dr. McGrath, decided in the Spring of 

2020, she will be on sabbatical due to Co-Author-

ing her 3rd book with Alum, MA, Regina Luttrell on 

the most recent generation, Generation Z. McGrath 

and Luttrell “realized that the time is now to put 

[their] stamp on the current generation too.”

    Dr. McGrath has shared a sneak peek on what 

to expect with the upcoming book. With no con-

firmed title yet, the messages of the story are de-

fined. McGrath and Luttrell are drawing parallels 
between superheroes and Gen Z’s. Based off the 

popularity of superheroes in this day and age, 

these Co-authors are connecting these two hot 

topics together and are bringing insight on what 

makes these groups similar in a creative light. Far 

more research and analysis is ahead for these 

two, but this topic will spark interest to many.

Providing a unique perspective to the Com-

munications Department. Dr. McGrath has shown 

great interest in learning, analyzing, interpreting, 

and researching different generations of people. 

Labeled as a “Millennial Expert” McGrath was ea-

ger to understand how these generations all coin-

cide with one another. She seeks to find truth in 
each generation and wants to shed light on what 

to expect from these generations. Being an early 

Gen-Xer herself, even she has experienced neg-

ative stereotypes. McGrath has been intrigued 

on how people communicate with others of vari-

ous cultures, genders and even generations. She 

strives to understand the labels that are given to-

wards all of the generations.

Be on the lookout for another one of Dr. 

McGrath’s accomplishments in the upcoming 

year! McGrath is looking forward to this new ad-

venture of publishing and may incorporate these 

new concepts into a class of hers once the book is 

published. Bringing Gen Z’s into the light will help 

other generations truly understand who they are 

and what they have to offer and hopefully others 

will become more open-minded about Gen Z’s. 

Our Communications Department applauds Dr. 

McGrath for another wonderful accomplishment 

and we admire her curiosity to learn! 
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The front cover of Dr. Karen McGrath 
last book. Photo provided by Alison 

Lester. 



Disney Through A Different Lens: 
Saint Rose COM Takes over Disney 

By Arianna Paul

Who would have thought Disney could be 

a career path or a place of growth? Communi-

cation majors are always looking to explore op-

portunities to develop and network, and Disney 

provided just that opportunity for many of our 

own communication majors. Michele Tesoro, 

Alexa Berry and Lauren Kaszuba are just a few 

who brought Saint Rose to Disney. The Disney 

College Program (DCP) is a five to seven month 
program that allows participants to network with 

leaders, take part in personal and career devel-

opment classes and create guest service and 

build effective communication. 

Berry interned most recently at Disney for 

seven months where she worked in merchandise 

at Hollywood Studios. She also worked in the 

new Toy Story Land and at the nighttime show, 

“Fantasmic!” 

Berry expressed, “working at Disney 

taught her a lot about how to communicate with 

all types of people; even if you are not a commu-

nications major, it is an important skill to have.” 

Tourists would come to Berry expecting her to 

know everything, and she learned to guide the 

tone in conversations when guests got frustrated 

if she did not know something. Despite the chaos, 

she learned as a Communications major the need 

to know how to adapt to your audience. Berry also 

attended Communications seminars where she 

was able to hear real life experiences from Com-

munications professionals, and she learned how to 

respond during internal and external crises. Teso-

ro stated that with help from the Communications 

department, “I was able to get the help I needed, 

updating my resume and was more equipped for 

the application process.”

Berry made lifelong friends and built con-

nections with professionals at her internship. She 

continues on to say, “I would 100% recommend it, 

it’s definitely not for everyone but if you’re thinking 
about applying, you should just go for it!” Even if you 

are not a big Disney fan, Berry states that working 

for a company that strives to create joy and make 

“magic” for people is an amazing world to be a part 

of.

Being a Communications major at Disney, 

you are able to learn so many life lessons and get 

a once and a lifetime experience out of it as well. 

Tesoro stated that she was able to learn a lot about 

networking, problem solving and teamwork while at 

Disney. Alexa Berry and Michele Tesoro were able 

to share their experiences and what they gained 

from working in the most magical place on Earth.
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Berry in her “Fantasmic!” costume

Tesoro in front of Cinderella’s Castle.



Intern Spotlight: McIntyre’s Making Moves!

By: Michael Wearne

Takora McIntyre, a Communications Major 

with a Concentration in Journalism has been getting 

incredible experience and having great success with 

pursuing her dream career in Sports Journalism. 

Over this past summer, she had the amazing oppor-

tunity to intern for WBZ in Boston and with this op-

portunity she utilized every chance she got. In-

terviewing big name sports professionals from 

two large organizations; the Boston Celtics and 

the New England Patriots. McIntyre’s role for 

WBZ was far from minimal,earning interviews 

with athletes like Grant Williams, Tacko Fall and 

Romeo Langford.

    McIntyre has spent a long time building up 

her resume, obtaining phenomenal experienc-

es.. McIntyre is currently an Intern at WRGB 

News on Channel 6 Albany, New York. here she 

gets the opportunity to work with local athletes 

and cover stories happening in the surrounding 

community.McIntyre has her sights set high but 

there is absolutely nothing standing in between 

her and reaching her goal. She wants to be a 

Sports Journalist for The National Basketball 

Association (NBA). She sees herself being the 

next Female reporter on the sidelines of the 

NBA playoffs. With the path she’s on right now, 

without a doubt, McIntyre, can pull it off.

By Lamera Palmer

Twitter chats are civil discussions de-

signed encompassing a particular subject on 

Twitter. These chats led discussions take place 

at a planned time and include a predetermined 

hashtag. Twitter chats are becoming more up and 

coming in the lives of communications and busi-

ness professionals. The College of Saint Rose 

COM department has allowed its students to 

join and engage with the growing trend of Twitter 

chats. The first Twitter chat of the year happened on 
October 9, 2019, at 8:00 p.m. with Nina an alumna, 

is now a marketing coordinator at GreyCastle Se-

curity and has been part of the GreyCastle Security 

family for 2-years now. Nina graduated in 2016 and 

had opportunities to work on online marketing cam-

paigns, conferences and event coordination, etc. 

Most recently, she was able to connect with current 

undergrad students at the College of Saint Rose. 

Through the dialogue on the Twitter chat, Nina and 

Saint Rose students, you can see how vibrant and 
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Twitter Chats

Takora McIntyrre at the news desk for her 

internship. 



PRSSA’s Annual Networking Event

By Audrey Moulton

 The annual Public Relations Student Soci-

ety of America, also known as the PRSSA, had a 

Networking Event that was student run from those 

involved in the colleges student chapter. This 

event allows students to gather and talk to profes-

sionals in their desired fields. The PRSSA Net-
working event was on October 23 in Standish A & 

B, where about 30 students came to network with 

professionals from St Peters, BestPass, AJ Sign 

Co. and Park Playhouse. The panelists includ-

ed Michael Mullaney, Nicole Ouellete, Bridgette 

Shoemaker and Angelique Powell while the 

event was moderated by Sarah Clark, a junior 

transfer student with a major in Communications 

and a minor in Journalism. This was the PRS-

SA’s second annual networking Event for Com-

munication, Business and Marketing students 

at The College of Saint Rose where they were 

able to take part in “appropriate conversation 

that was helpful for students who are soon to be 

a college graduate,” said one of the attendees of 

the event. Students were able to discuss what a 

young professionals business card, cover letter, 

resume should look like and also had time to 

network with the panelists one-on-one.

     The Saint Rose PRSSA Chapter plans to 

continue to host the annual Networking Event 

for Communications and Business students to 

help students become more confident in their 
networking skills and gain connections for their 

future. For more information on the Saint Rose 

PRSSA Chapter and their upcoming events, visit 

@stroseprssa on Facebook or Instagram! 

honest she is. There are various questions that 

were asked by students during the chat time. 

For example,  “What professional advice would 

you give our participants? Are there things they 

should or shouldn’t do? Skills they need to im-

prove?” Those questions are asked often, but 

Nina had given insight that many students ap-

preciate and understand. She reveals owning 

your confidence is a skill that can set you apart, 
and you will never stop learning.

 The second Twitter chat happened on 

October 18, 2019, at 10:30 am to 11:00 am with 

Eddie Kadhim. Eddie’s enthusiasm for story-

telling attracted and engaged him to the world 

of reporting news. In his sophomore year of 

college, Eddie had the opportunity to become a tele-

prompter operator in Albany, New York.. Now Eddie is 

in Baltimore, reporting for WMAR-2 News. The Twit-

ter chat with Eddie had some interesting questions 

that he answers with integrity and truthfulness. The 

highlight of the Twitter chat occurred when a student 

asked him if he ever had to make an ethical decision 

about a story and his process. Every turn he makes 

has an ethical dilemma. He further adds that students 

need to pay attention when professors speak about 

ethical decision making and the process, because 

those decisions can be job costing. All in all, Twitter 

chats are a networking tool that communications stu-

dents need to be taking advantage of. It’s worth it. 

The panelists at PRSSA’s annual networking 
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Paul Conti’s perspective on guest speakers

    By Joshua Ferris

 The Communications field is a wide and 
diverse career option with a 4% market growth 

in the next 10 years, according to the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics. Students often go through col-

lege without a clear vision of their ideal career 

path because the careers are endless The com-

munications department at Saint Rose believes 

students need exposure to those working in the 

field so they can make informed decisions about 
their future. Our faculty want to help students get 

a greater understanding by inviting guest speak-

ers to talk about their first-hand experiences in the 
field. 
 Paul Conti, a media arts and production 

and broadcasting concentrator have invited em-

ployees from Spectrum, WNYT, and the Times 

Union to discuss their careers. For instance, Con-

ti invited Benita Zahn, the co-anchor of WNYT 

Channel 13 to speak to his 417-production class. 

She first talked about the equipment used to shoot 
the stories, but the conversation gradually moved 

towards how she copes with all the traumatic sto-

ries she reports. 

 Conti said, “I have a good amount of under-

standing in the television industry, but it is good 

to hear from those who are currently in the indus-

try. The people who I bring in impart things to the 

students which I may not have thought about.”

 Emily Perez, a senior at the College of 

Saint Rose reflected on her time listening to Ben-

ita Zahn’s talk: 

What Zahn says, made Perez want to “get up 

and do what I need to do. You do not know what 

people are going through. We tend to forget why 

we are at college and it becomes a routine. I for-

get that we are at college to find a career which 
we are passionate about. I needed someone 

like Benita to show me how versatile communi-

cations can be and how it is possible to find a 
dream job.”

 Other professors such as Cailin Brown, 

Karen McGrath, Liz Richards, and Mark Cong-

don invite speakers from various fields into their 
classes. The Saint Rose faculty is passionate 

about investing in students, and they know do-

ing it alone is impossible. One guest speaker has 

the potential to inspire a student to expand their 

dreams.

Actress Gabriella Pizzolo from “Stranger Things” 

with Paul Conti’s COM 417 class. 

Dan Irizarry visits the Journalism II class taught by 

Dr. Cailin Brown.
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Student Spotlight: Sarah Clark

Adobe application), and even bettered her group 
leadership skills because of all she is involved in. 
Clark attends numerous conferences such as the 
New York Press Association conference where she 
networked with Joseph Abraham, one of the editors 
at the Sullivan County Democrat where she then 
applied for an internship at the newspaper. After 
working for 6 weeks, she was extended three times 
and is now a freelance writer for them.  

At this time she also underwent the process 
of getting the English Club re-SA approved and 
started Saint Rose Slams. During her second se-
mester, Clark joined the Chronicle and soon after 
became a staff writer, where she later became the 
News Editor. She also works for a casting director 
where some films became a multi-million dollar suc-
cess.Clark also finds herself as part of the colleges 
PRSSA, Public Relations Student Society of Amer-
ica where she is the PRSSA PR-Director and SPJ, 
Society for Professional Journalists. Future goals 
for Sarah consist of potentially starting a chapter 
of Her Campus here at Saint Rose. The commu-
nications department is more than proud of all of 
Sarah’s accomplishments!

By Audrey Moulton

Sarah Clark is a junior transfer student 
who is paving the way to a bright future for her-
self. Clark is a communications major with a con-
centration in journalism. She transferred to The 
College of Saint Rose when she was a soph-
omore from Marymount Manhattan College, 
where she was a junior editor for Her Campus, 
which is an online magazine that targets women 
with various articles like health, fashion, lifestyle 
and beauty. While at Marymount, Clark compet-
ed in the NYC team poetry slam and made it to 
the semi finals. 

When she transferred to Saint Rose her 
first club she joined was the communications de-
partment club, PR and Advertising. This is where 
she where she had gained new skills such as 
networking, becoming proficient in InDesign (an 

Sarah Clark, a communications student at Saint 

Rose, who has utilized the various resources 

found in the Communications Department. 

Clark at her internship with The Sullivan County 

Democrat as she holds her first front page arti-
cle with the news outlet.
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PRSSA and SPJ Induction Ceremony

    The first induction 
ceremony for the PRS-
SA and SPJ Saint Rose 
Chapters was held on 
Nov. 6, 2019 in the Lally 
Forum. PRSSA induct-
ees include: Pat Berk-
ery, Megan Collins, Sar-
ah Clark, Emily Cruz, 
Joshua Ferris, Kayla 
Franzken, Samantha 
Haynes, Suzanne Ho-
gan, Tiara Johnson, 
Jennifer Moss, Audrey 
Moulton, Lamera Palm-
er, Arianna Paul, Eliza-
beth Olmstead, Gabby 
Reid, Jaysalee Salce-
do, Viviana Sebastiano, 
Danielle Townsley, and 
Michael Wearne.
 The SPJ Indutees 
include: Aileen Burke, 
Sarah Clark, Kayla 
DeMicco, Ariel Gonza-
lez, Demetrious Knox, 
Genesis Lowmans, 
Sydney Manning, Emi-
ly Paolicelli, and Valerie 
Visaggio.

The PRSSA chapter at The College of Saint Rose, which held 

their first induction ceremony on Nov. 6, 2019. 

The PRSSA chapter at The College of Saint Rose, which held 

their first induction ceremony on Nov. 6, 2019. 
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Clubs in Communications

The Chronicle: A weekly published student- un newspaper that serves the campus 
and surrounding community with news, hot topics, sports, arts, and opinions. 

The Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA): A nationally known 
organization where students are able to network, create leadership opportunities and 
gain experience from PR professionals in the local area. The Saint Rose chapter has 
held events on campus for students, such as the Networking Event and one of the 
spookiest events on campus, known as Haunted Hearst. 

The Student Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ): A chapter at Saint Rose 
in collaboration with UAlbany, with a national affiliation, journalism majors are able to 
freely practice and express their thoughts while following the journalistic code of ethics. 

Saint Rose Television (SRTV): A club on campus that gives students the opportunity 
to develop their broadcasting and technical skills within the newsroom. 

Radio Saint Rose, where students can make their own podcasts and host radio 
shows. This is also a platform for Saint Rose music artists as well. 

Free Speech Fest 2019

SPECIAL THANKS TO 

OUR SPONSERS 

School of Arts & Humanities 
at The College of Saint Rose 

Students in COM 471: Account

Management in the PR Agency 
The Free Speech Fest: Activism through the Arts was 

coordinated by Dr. Mark Congdon’s COM 471: Account 

Management in the PR Agency class. The two-day event in 
November welcomed students and professionals to voice their 

support for free speech. The purpose of this festival was to 
promote students’ and the overall campus community’s sense of 

citizenship surrounding free speech and media arts as 
communication activism. 
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Class Notes

‘90

‘06

‘08

‘09

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

‘17

‘19

‘18

» Marti Barron Simmons
Promoted to Vice President at AHC Group

» Lauren Mudge Bearse
Senior Event Planner & Executive Assistant 
at Nasdaq

» Rachele Bakic
Campus Executive Officer (CEO) at The 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

» Geoff Arbuckle
Creative Director at Elevation Ten Thousand

» Alicia Mosca Jansen
RN at Anthem Health Care

» Stephanie Schuyler
Creative Director at Calyer Designs 

» Mary Frances Stout
Promoted to Senior Political Producer at 
Specturm

» Tori Walters
Owner of Wilder Oak Barre & Yoga

» Jessica Gerski
Coordinator at 3D Lacrosse 

» Cameron Miller
Social Media Specialist at MAXIMUS 

» Shannon Mish
Dictonary/Taxonomy Associate at 
Shareablee Inc 

» Alex Deming
Enrolled in the Columbia 
Greene Community College 
Nursing Program

» Lauren Sears
Program Specialist at Capital District 
Tobacco-Free Communiies

» Danielle Quaglia
Medical Secretary at Community Care 
Physicians

» Megan Ruff
Early Intervention Specialist at Aging With 
Flair 

» Tori Addison
Digital Content Writer at the Association 
for Frontotemporal Degeneration 

» Logan Ripley
Digital Content Specialist at Orvis

» Sam Avery Mann
Marketing Communications Specialist at 
NYS Majority Conference 

» Kyle Adams
Sports Writer for the Wallkill Valley Times

» Nathan Stone
Corporate Communications Consultant, 
RG&E at AVANGRID

» Rebecca Malinowski
PR Assistant at Impact PR & Communications

» Michael MacDuff
Camera Preparation Technician at Kenslow 
Camera 

» Dan Murphy
Senior Staff Associate at SUNY University for
 Academic and Workforce Development

» Ryan Flynn
General Manager at Palau Coffee Co. 

Do you have a recent promotion, job, award, or educational accomplishment you 
would like to share with our department? If so, email the Editorial Board at 

COMpassNewsletter@strose.edu to have your news featured in the Class Notes in 
the Spring 2020 issue! 


